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Creation of the CSD



Can Structural Knowledge Mitigate Risk?

Bauer et al. Pharm. Res., (2001) 859, DOI:10.1039/B910882C

Different 
interactions

Different solubility
Different stability



The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)

XOPCAJ – CSD one millionXOPCAJ – CS

An N-heterocycle 
produced by a 
chalcogen-bonding 
catalyst. 

• Every published structure
• Inc. ASAP & early view
• CSD Communications
• Patents
• University repositories

• Every entry enriched and 
annotated by experts

• Discoverability of data and 
knowledge

• Sustainable for over 54 
years

1,008,050



CSD One Million



The Vision



Inside the CSD

Not Polymeric
89%

Polym
eric: 11%

Organic
43%

Metal-Organic
57%

At least one transition metal, 
lanthanide, actinide or any of Al, Ga, 

In, Tl, Ge, Sn, Pb, Sb, Bi, Po

Single 
Component

56%

Multi 
Component

44%

• Organic
• Drugs
• Agrochemicals
• Pigments
• Explosives
• Protein ligands

• Metal-Organic
• Metal Organic Frameworks
• Models for new catalysts
• Porous frameworks for gas storage
• Fundamental chemical bonding

ligands
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• Links/subsets
• Drugbank
• Druglike 
• MOFs
• PDB ligands
• PubChem
• ChemSpider
• Pesticides

• Additional data
• 10,860 polymorph families
• 169,218 melting points
• 840,667 crystal colours
• 700,002 crystal shapes
• 23,622 bioactivity details
• 9,740 natural source data
• > 250,000 oxidation states

ligands

ligands



AI and Machine Learning
• AI and machine learning techniques are evolving 

rapidly 
• But the consequences of using poor quality data 

can be far reaching
• Incorrect scientific conclusions
• Wasted investment and effort
• A loss of trust
• Ultimately poor business decisions. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/201
9/02/05/why-is-our-ai-revolution-built-on-free-
data-rather-than-good-data/



Curating the CSD
• Each dataset expertly curated
• Datasets enhanced 

• Chemical connectivity
• Compound names
• 2D chemical diagrams
• Additional experimental data
• Bibliographic information



Depositing the Data



Guidelines



Adoption by the Community

65%



What Else Could We Do? 

• Improved peer review
• Mandate crystallographic review of all structure-containing papers
• Educate reviewers on nature of CheckCIF alerts

• File requirements
• CIF + structure factors
• Refinement instructions?
• CheckCIF report?

• Validation checks
• CheckCIF integration
• Unit cell checks (with HKL checks? Or chemistry check?)
• Geometry analysis?

• Additional files available to reviewers?



Joint CSD and ICSD Services

Over 180,000 entries 
from the Inorganic 
Crystal Structure 

Database (ICSD) now 
available through 
Access Structures

Joint 
Access

Joint 
Deposition



Curation and Chemistry Assignment

Deposited CIF CSD Entry



Using the CSD to Help With Curation

An automated probabilistic approach using 
data in the CSD

Assignment of chemistry 
is required to make data 
findable, interoperable 

and reusable 

I.J.Bruno, G.P.Shields, R.Taylor, Acta 
Cryst. (2011). B67, 333-349

DOI: 10.1107/S0108768111024608



Challenges

Missing atoms

Poor geometriesDisorder

Element assignment



• Each entry looked at by expert Scientific 
Editors

• Reliability scores focusses editorial efforts
• Manual validation of automated chemical 

interpretations improves automated methods

The Human Touch

https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/Com
munity/blog/CSD-data-curation-

the-human-touch/



Revisiting Data
Targeted improvements allow improved integrity, consistency, discoverability 
and value of data
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Enrichment of dataCreation and 
maintenance of subsets

Ensure standardisation of 
early CSD entries



Melting Points in the CSD
>170,000 Melting Points

Study Temperature relative to MP
before additional CCDC validation

Study Temperature relative to MP
after additional CCDC validation



Maintaining Data Integrity
• Integrity – Completeness, consistency and trustworthiness

• Data completeness – Trends in reporting of metadata
• Identify CSD Deposit checks and enhancements 
• Identify new filters to allow CSD users to better select fit for purpose data

• Consistency – Looking at experimental metadata to identify trends 
in information supplied

• Trustworthiness – Establishing automatic identification of potential 
cases of misconduct – including fraudulent and plagiarised data

Research integrity is much more than misconduct. Nature, 2019, 570, 5-5. DOI:10.1038/d41586-019-01727-0 



Following Standard Ethical Practises
• CCDC is now a Member of the 

Committee on Publication Ethics.
• COPE’s objective is "to educate 

and advance knowledge in 
methods of safeguarding the 
integrity of the scholarly record for 
the benefit of the public".

• Membership gives us access to 
COPE resources and COPE 
advice – helping us deal with 
publication ethics and data 
integrity and issues.

https://publicationethics.org/about/governance



Making Crystallographic Data FAIR
CCDC database workflows



FAIR Data Principles



FAIR Data Principles

Wilkinson, M. D. et al. The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data 
management and stewardship. Sci. Data 3:160018 doi: 10.1038/sdata.2016.18 
(2016).

https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples

“all research 
objects should be 
Findable, 
Accessible, 
Interoperable and 
Reusable (FAIR) 
both for machines
and for people” 
(Wilkinson, M. D. et 
al., 2016 : 3)

http://www.datafairport.org/



Plan S
“Although the Plan S principles refer to peer-reviewed scholarly publications, 
cOAlition S also strongly encourages that research data and other 
research outputs are made as open as possible and as closed as necessary.”

https://www.coalition-s.org/principles-and-implementation/

“..the implementation of FAIR data needs to go hand-in-
hand with the principle that data created by publicly-
funded research must be as Open as possible and as 
closed as necessary. The EC and Member States should 
consider FAIR and Open as complementary concepts 
and address both in policy. “ (EU Commission, 2018 : 10)

EU Commission Expert Group on FAIR Data (2018) Turning FAIR into reality Final Report and 
Action Plan from the European Commission Expert Group on FAIR Data, EU Commission. 
DOI: 10.2777/1524

European Commission

FAIR Data Policies and Guidelines 



Funder Research Data Sharing Policies

https://www.data.cam.ac.uk/funders

“Since 2017, all Horizon 2020 projects are part of the Open 
Research Data Pilot by default. The Principal Investigator 
must:
• Develop a data management plan in the first 6 months of 
the project and keep it up-to-date throughout their project;
• Deposit their research data in a suitable research data 
repository;
• Make sure third parties can freely access, mine, exploit, 
reproduce and disseminate their data;
• Make clear what tools will be needed to use the raw data 
to validate research results, or provide the tools themselves.”

“ERC beneficiaries are encouraged to take part in the 
H2020 Open Research Data Pilot, but this is not 
compulsory.
Those who take part in the Open Research Data Pilot 
must adhere to the obligations outlined above.”



Publisher research data policies
“The Royal Society of Chemistry believes that, where possible, all data 
associated with the research in a manuscript should be freely available in an 
accessible and usable format, enabling other researchers to replicate and 
build on that research. Therefore, in addition to providing the data required for 
submission (as detailed above) we encourage authors to deposit as much data 
as possible that is related to the research in their article. This should be in 
appropriate and publicly available repositories”
https://www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/journal-authors-
reviewers/prepare-your-article/experimental-data/

“It is the practice of IUCr journals to provide free access to all supplementary 
materials and supporting data files deposited with a published article.”

https://journals.iucr.org/services/authorrights.html



Aspects of FAIR Data
Findable Interoperable

• Globally unique and persistent 
identifiers

• Rich metadata descriptions
• (Meta)data available in a 

searchable resource

• Standard formats for 
representation

• Use of FAIR vocabularies
• References to other (meta)data

Accessible
• (Meta)data retrievable by their 

identifier
• Standard, open communication 

protocols
• Metadata accessible even when 

data are not

Reusable
• Described with a plurality of 

attributes
– data usage licenses
– detailed provenance
– domain-relevant community 

standards



Digital Preservation Coalition and Brian Lavoie (2014) The Open Archival Information System (OAIS) 
Reference Model: Introductory Guide (2nd Edition), Digital Preservation Coalition. DOI: 10.7207/twr14-02

Role of Repositories in making 
data FAIR: 

Long-term data 

preservation

Continued access to data

Assignment of identifiers 

and DOIs

Added descriptive 

metadata

Searchable databases

Data curation

Data Repositories
DOI assignment

Open Archival Information System 
(OAIS) Reference Model 

Repository frameworks and systems

Data preservation policies & 
plans

Global and domain specific 
membership groups

DOI 

Trusted Repository 
Certification



Data Repositories

https://www.coretrustseal.org/

https://www.re3data.org/

https://www.icsu-
wds.org/services/certification

Use a repository recommended by the publisher or 
funding body

Search for repositories among
accreditation bodies 

How to find a repository for your research data 

Search a repository registry



Crystallographic Information File: CIF
A standard format for archive and 
exchange of crystallographic data

o derived model
o processed data (structure 

factors)
o metadata about raw data 

(imgCIF)

A standard format for archive and 
exchange of crystallographic data

o derived model
o processed data (structure 

factors)
o metadata about raw data 

(imgCIF)



CIF as a FAIR data format
Findable Interoperable

• Searchable fields for identifiers 
and metadata descriptions

• Standard dictionary and 
vocabularies

• Standard format for processed 
and derived data

Accessible
• Trusted searchable data 

repositories:
- Cambridge Structural Database
- Inorganic Crystal Structure 

Database
- Protein Data Bank

Reusable
• Data provenance
• Software packages and 

parameters
• Quality metrics



Deposition
(Pre-ingest)

Deposition
(Ingest)

Publication

Data Access

Curation

CCDC Dataset Workflow



Accessible for download at: https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/Community/depositastructure/scientific-data-preservation/



Data Access

Data Deposition
(Ingest)

Data Publication

Data Curation

Metadata and terms of deposition confirmed by the 
depositor

CIF, HKL and FCF data deposited via the CCDC 
deposition and validation service

Depositor’s responses to
 checks and checkCIF reports added to deposit record.

CCDC checks run on deposited files:

- Structure factor check
- IUCr checkCIF
- Unit Cell Check

Data Deposition
(Pre-ingest)

Data submitted

Data deposited by data 
producer

Option for depositor to 
retrieve deposited files

Data Deposition (Pre-ingest)
• Manual User Actions:

Provide personal details and upload files
Fix syntax errors (if any)
Explain why no structure factor data
Add explanations for checkCIF alerts
Add crystallographer details
Provide known publication details
Add additional scientific metadata
Review and confirm

• Automated Actions:
Syntax check
Generation of checkCIF report



Data Deposition (Ingest)
• Automated Actions:

Syntax check
Check for duplicate dataset
Internal record creation
Assigning identifiers

• Manual CCDC Actions:
Dealing with non-standard file formats
Investigating duplicate datasets 
Updating records with resubmitted data

Data Access

Data Deposition
(Ingest)

Data Publication

Data Curation

CCDC checks run on deposited files:

Data Deposition
(Pre-ingest)

Data manually checked by CCDC 
staff

Email sent to depositor 
containing Deposition 

Number(s)

Data assigned 
Deposition Number(s)  

Data stored for long-term 
preservation

CCDC automatic validation and 
duplicate check of data files 

Does data pass automatic 
validation?

Yes

No

Email sent to depositor 
requesting additional 

information/data

Does data pass manual 
validation?

Yes

No



Data Publication

Data Access

Data Deposition
(Ingest)

Data Publication

Data Curation

CCDC checks run on deposited files:

Data Deposition
(Pre-ingest) Pre-publication metadata 

communicated to CCDC by 
journal publishers

Full publication metadata 
communicated to CCDC by 

journal publishers

Publication 
information updated 
via journal scanning 

by CCDC staff

Pre-publication 
metadata added to 

data record

Full publication metadata 
added to data record



Data Publication
Sources of Publication Information:

Pre-publication metadata communicated 
by journal publisher feeds

Full publication metadata communicated 
and updated by journal publisher feeds

Manual CCDC Actions:
Reviewing publication details
Publication information updated via 
journal scanning by CCDC staff
Publication information communicated by 
researchers wanting to access data

Publisher 
Feeds

Manual 
Scanning

Access 
Structure 
Requests

Self-serving 
through My 
Structures

PUBLICATION INFO SOURCES, ESTIMATE, MARCH 2019



Data Publication



Data Access

Data Deposition
(Ingest)

Data Publication

Data Curation

CCDC checks run on deposited files:

Data Deposition
(Pre-ingest)

Deposited data made freely 
accessible from Access Structures 

Data made accessible to 
publishers and referees pre-

publication 
(dependent on checks)

Data enters the CSDData accessible pre-publication to 
depositors via My Structures

Data Access
• Data is made accessible:

Pre-publication to reviewers and 
depositors to facilitate preparation of 
manuscripts
Immediately through Access Structures 
once data is published
Through the CSD once curated by 
CCDC’s scientific editors. 

• Processes for making data more findable and 
interoperable:

Identifiers added to data entries
Links from publication articles to data 
created
Links from CCDC datasets to other 
databases 



Standard Identifiers and 
Interoperability

Dataset Publication
CCDC 610092: Experimental Crystal Structure 
Determination. A. Crystallographer, Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre (2007) 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5517/ccngvdb

Data should be considered 
legitimate, citable products 
of research…

https://www.force11.org/datacitation

• The CCDC registers DOIs for datasets through DataCite
• Metadata for CCDC datasets is openly accessible via DataCite
• Foundation for interoperability  and formalising data citation

10.5517/CCPHZ37

•
•
•

ORCID IDs for Researchers
At least 30% of current CSD depositors provide an ORCID ID



Links from Articles to CCDC Data



Making data accessible though the CSD

https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/Community/csd-communications/

Data not published in a 
scientific journal can be 
curated into the CSD and 
made available to the 
community as a CSD 
Communication

Structures from your PhD 
thesis can be made 
publicly available through 
the CSD.



Data Access

Data Deposition
(Ingest)

Data Publication

Data Curation

CCDC checks run on deposited files:

Data Deposition
(Pre-ingest)

Structure enters 
queue for scientific 

validation

Structure validated by 
CCDC’s scientific editors

Remarks added to 
entry and Refcode 

assigned / confirmed

Does structure meet criteria for 
curation into the CSD?

Data transferred to FIZ for 
curation into the ICSD

Yes

No

Data Curation
• A reliable chemical representation is 

essential for enabling reuse and application 
of crystallographic data 

• Representation is generated at CCDC 
using a combination of automated 
processes and manual validation

Assignment of chemistry is 
required to make data findable, 

interoperable and reusable 



Enablers of FAIR Crystallographic Data
• Standard formats and identifiers

Crystallographic Information Format and dictionaries (CIF)
Standard Identifiers and associated infrastructure (DOIs, ORCID, 
InChI…)

• Community stakeholders
Instrument providers and software developers adopting standards
Publishers and editors encouraging use of standards for publication
Repositories and databases providing access to enriched data
International Unions supporting and promoting standards
Individual researchers and others championing research data 
standards

• Tools and services that make it easy to make data FAIR



From Data to Knowledge



From Experiment to Knowledge
Experiment

Knowledge



Advanced Services and Software

CSD-System

To search, visualise, 
analyse and 

communicate structural 
data

CSD-Discovery

To discover new 
molecules with 
pharmaceutical 

applications  

CSD-Materials

To understand and 
predict solid form 

stability and properties

CSD-Enterprise
All CCDC applications and software

The Cambridge Structural Database



Generating Insights
• The CSD Python API enables you to 

create tailored scripts using full array of 
CSD functionality

• Answer targeted research questions or 
integrate access with other software

• Functions include:
• Full search capabilities
• Geometry analysis
• Interaction analysis
• Descriptor calculation
• 2D diagram generation



Increasing Complexity
• Increasing:

• Formula weights
• Unit Cells
• Number of elements



Trends in Experimentation



Elements in the CSD

Percentage of structures that contain 
each element from before (red) and 

after (yellow) 2009 



Drugs
• Top 200 

Pharmaceutical 
Products

• By retail sales in 
2018

• Produced by the 
Njarðarson Group 

• The University of 
Arizona

• Drugs already in the 
CSD coloured green

• J. Chem. 
Ed. 2010, 87, 1348



Identifying Trends in Drug Structures

https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/Community/blog/insights-into-drug-like-compounds-from-crystal-data/

Bioactive subset



The CSD and the PDB
Linking
• Between CSD and PDB ligands

CSD-CrossMiner
• Pharmacophore query tool
• Searches the CSD and PDB 

etween 



Using the Data

Match PDB ligands to best 
representative CSD molecules

CSD FINWEE10/PDB FK5 



Solid Form Informatics
• The term “solid form informatics” first introduced 

in mid-2000s by Bob Docherty (Pfizer):
Use of structural knowledge to inform key decisions 

in pharmaceutical development
• Solid form informatics now a key part of the solid 

form development workflow at most major 
pharmaceutical companies



From Data to Knowledge

Taylor et al. J. Chem. Inf. Model., (2014) 54 (9), 2500. Wood, P. A. et al. CrystEngComm (2013) 15, 65

Individual data points from different datasets combine to provide information that aids in 
the discovery and optimisation of new chemical entities 

Molecular Shape Molecular Interactions



Predicting Unlikely Interactions

Galek et al, CrystEngComm, (2009), 11, 2634 - 2639

Predictive analytics is used to identify the likelihood of specific molecular interactions occurring
from similar crystal structures

32%
22%

42%
11%Form I

Form II



CSD-Materials: Targeted Solutions

Hydrate Analyser & 
Solvate Analyser

Crystal Packing
Similarity

Motif Search & 
Packing Feature Search

Conformer
Generator

Full Interaction Maps

Hydrogen Bond 
Propensity

Molecular
Complementarity

DASH

Calculations

Solid 
Form Risk 

Assessment
Complex 
Structural 
Analysis

Solid Form 
Design



Individual value

“A search of the Cambridge Structural Database using a series of pharmacophore
queries led to the discovery of an O-spiroketal C-arylglucoside scaffold. Subsequent
chemical examination combined with computational modelling resulted in the identification
of the clinical candidate 16d (CSG452, tofogliflozin), which is currently under phase III
clinical trials.”

Yoshihito Ohtake et al Journal of Medicinal Chemistry 2012 55 (17), 7828-7840  (Roche, Chugai)



Collective value



Collective value



Using the Collection



Thank you


